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Objective: To perform a systematic review and meta-analysis to summarize and quantitatively evaluate
the electroencephalogram (EEG) findings in patients with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).
Methods: The MEDLINE, CENTRAL, and ClinicalTrials.Gov databases were comprehensively assessed and
searched for observational studies with EEG findings in patients with COVID-19. Pooled proportions of
EEG findings with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were assessed using a random effects model. The quality
of assessment for each study, heterogeneity between the studies, and publication bias were also evalu-
ated.
Results: In total, 12 studies with 308 patients were included in the meta-analysis. Abnormal background
activity and generalized slowing in the pooled proportions were common findings among the patients
with COVID-19 (96.1% [95% CI: 89.4–99.9]; I2 = 60%; p < 0.01 and 92.3% [95% CI: 81.2–99.3]; I2 = 74%;
p < 0.01, respectively). The proportion of patients with epileptiform discharges (EDs) was 20.3% ([95%
CI: 9.85–32.9]; I2 = 78%; p < 0.01). The proportion of EDs varied between patients with a history of epi-
lepsy or seizures (59.5% [95% CI: 33.9–83.2]; I2 = 0%; p = 0.49) and patients without them (22.4% [95%
CI: 10.4–36.4]; I2 = 46%; p = 0.07). The findings of seizures and status epilepticus on EEG were observed
in 2.05% ([95% CI: 0.02–6.04]; I2 = 39%; p = 0.08) and 0.80% ([95% CI: 0.00.-3.69]; I2 = 28%; p = 0.17) of
the patients, respectively.
Conclusion: The proportion of abnormal background activity in patients with COVID-19 was high (96.1%).
Epileptiform discharges were present in 20.3% of the cases and the proportion varied between people
who had a history of epilepsy/seizure and those who did not. However, the proportion of seizures and
status epilepticus on EEG was low (2.05% and 0. 80%, respectively).

� 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) occurred in December
2019 in Wuhan, China and is currently one of the most important
infectious diseases in the world. The common symptoms of
patients with COVID-19 include fever, cough, and difficulty in
breathing [1]. Some patients have neurological symptoms such as
headache, dizziness, altered mental status, or seizures [2]. It has
also been reported that COVID-19 causes serious neurological com-
plications such as stroke, encephalitis, meningitis, encephalopathy,
or status epilepticus [3–5].
Electroencephalography (EEG) is one of the simplest and most
widely used neurological diagnostic tests. Moreover, EEG is an
important test that can change clinical decisions. It is useful to
evaluate whether patients have neurological complications. In par-
ticular, EEG can be used to assess encephalopathy, epileptogenic-
ity, and any focal abnormalities in patients with COVID-19.

Some studies successfully described EEG findings in patients
with COVID-19 [6–8]. However, the number of patients in previous
studies has been limited, and the proportions of abnormal findings
in EEG vary across studies. In addition, a comprehensive and quan-
titative analysis of each finding in these past studies has not been
conducted. Therefore, the aim of our systematic review and meta-
analysis was to evaluate the proportion of EEG findings in patients
with COVID-19, systematically and quantitatively.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.yebeh.2020.107682&domain=pdf
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2020.107682
mailto:takafumi.kubota@uhhospitals.org
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2020.107682
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/15255050
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/yebeh
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2. Methods

2.1. Retrieval of studies

We conducted a systematic review according to the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guide-
lines [9]. This review protocol has not been previously registered.
MEDLINE (accessed from PubMed) and CENTRAL (accessed from
the Cochrane Library) were searched systematically up to Septem-
ber 19, 2020. In the PubMed and Cochrane libraries, the following
key words (in the title/abstract) were searched: (‘‘COVID 1900 OR
”SARS CoV 200) AND (‘‘epilepsy” OR ‘‘seizure” OR ‘‘status epilepti-
cus” OR ‘‘electroencephalogram” OR ‘‘EEG” OR ‘‘encephalopathy”
OR ‘‘encephalitis”). We also used ClinicalTtrials.gov to search for
unpublished, ongoing, terminated, or completed studies to avoid
Fig. 1. Preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and
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publication bias. We screened the reference lists of all relevant
articles for additional data.
2.2. Eligibility and risk-of-bias assessment

Studies were included based on the following criteria: (1)
reports of COVID-19 patients who underwent EEG; (2) original
reports such as case series with more than 3 cases, case–control
studies, or cohort studies; (3) studies with descriptions of EEG
findings such as background activity, rhythmic/periodic dis-
charges, epileptiform discharges, focal findings, seizures, or status
epilepticus. To accurately evaluate the proportion and to avoid
selection bias of the abnormal findings, we excluded case reports
with 3 cases or less. We also excluded not yet recruiting, recruiting,
or withdrawn studies in Clinical.Trials.gov. Studies written in lan-
meta-analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram of this research.



Table 1
Summary of findings.

First author
and year
[Reference]

Study
design

No Age
(SD or
range)

Male
(%)

Country Quality
score
(out of
10)

Neurological
Comorbidity

Presentation/EEG
indication

Setting Sedation Cardiac
arrest

Brain Image EEG type EEG findings

Petrescu 2020
[17]

CS 36 63.9
(12.1)

80.5 France 9 10/36:
Cognitive
impairment,
2/36: Stroke,
2/36: SDH,
1/36: Brain
tumor, 1/36:
Epilepsy, 1/36:
Hydrocephalus,
1/36: Anti-MAG
Neuropathy

36/36: ARDS, 6/18:
Absence of
awakening after
stopping sedation,
6/18: AMS, 2/18:
Suspicion of
epileptic seizures

18/36:
ICU,
18/36:
MU

5/36 N/A 11/36: MRI (4: Atrophy, 3:
Stroke, 2: SDH, 1: Gliosis, 1:
Leptomeningeal
enhancement),
15/36: CT (8: Atrophy, 5:
Normal, 1: SDH, 1: Stroke, 1:
Meningioma, 1: Focal
resection)

36/36:
Routine
EEG

32/36: ABA, 27/36:
Generalized slowing, 4/36:
Discontinuous background,
6/36: GPDs, 0/36: LPDs, 6/
36: GRDA, 0/36: LRDA, 0/36:
Focal slowing, 0/36 EDs, N/
A: EDs in PWE, N/A: EDs in
PwoES, 0/36: Seizure, 0/36:
SE

Ayub 2020
[18]

CS 37 66.0
(59.5–
76.3)

73 USA 9 8/37: Past
history of CNS
pathology,
1/37: Past
seizure history

11/37: Possible
seizure,
24/37: AMS, 2/37:
Cardiac arrest

N/A 27/37 2/37 9/35: Neuroimaging
acutely abnormal

23/37:
cEEG,
14/37:
Routine
EEGs

N/A: Overall ABA, 34/37:
Absent PDR, 31/37:
Generalized slowing, 5/37:
Burst suppression, 12/37:
GPDs, 0/37: LPDs, 5/37:
GRDA, 1/37: LRDA, 3/37:
Focal slowing, 14/37 EDs, N/
A: EDs in PWE, N/A: EDs in
PwoES, 1/37: Seizure, 1/37:
SE (NCSE)

Galanopoulou
2020 [6]

CC 28 63.2
(11.9)

63.6 USA 9 4/22: Epilepsy,
7/22: Other
neurological
disorders

20/22: AMS, 14/22:
Suspicion of clinical
seizure-like events,
1/22: Confusion, 2/
22: Gaze deviation

ICU 14/22 N/A 3/13: Neuroimaging:
new findings (subcortical
and mild periventricular
white matter signal
hyperintensity, SAH, SDH)

20/22:
8ch-EEG,
4/22:
routine, 7/
22: cEEG

22/22: ABA, 22/22:
Generalized slowing, 1/22:
Discontinuous or burst
suppression, 1/22 GPDs, N/
A: LPDs, 3/22: GRDA, 1/22:
LRDA, 5/22: Focal slowing,
9/22 EDs, 2/4: EDs in PWES,
7/18: EDs in PwoES, 0/22:
Seizure, 0/22: SE

Pasini 2020
[7]

CS 15 64.6
(47–
79)

40 Italy 8 2/15: Cognitive
decline, 1/15:
Previous limbic
encephalitis,
1/15: Frontal
metastasis

15/15: AMS (11
confusion, 4
impairment of
consciousness),
1/15: Aphasia

N/A N/A 2/15 0/8 CT: Abnormality,
2/6: MRI: hyperintensity in
white matter

N/A 11/15: ABA, 9/15:
Generalized slowing, 2/15:
Discontinued activity or
background suppression,
10/15: No reactivity to
external stimuli, N/A: GPDs,
N/A: LPDs, 1/15: GRDA, 0/
15: LRDA, 3/15: Focal
slowing (frontal or central),
1/15 EDs, N/A: EDs in PWE,
N/A: EDs in PwoES, 1/15:
Seizure, 1/15: SE

Pastor 2020
[8]

CC 20 63.9
(12.1)

85 Spain 9 8/20: Stroke 18/20: AMS
(8 Stuporous, 10
Confused)

Non-
critical
care
unit

N/A 0/20 N/A N/A 20/20: ABA, 20/20:
Generalized slowing (5/20:
Excess of slow posterior
activity, 5/20: Predominant
theta
activity in more than 50% of
recording, 10/20
Predominant delta activity
in more than 50% of
recording), N/A: DC/BAS/S,

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

First author
and year
[Reference]

Study
design

No Age
(SD or
range)

Male
(%)

Country Quality
score
(out of
10)

Neurological
Comorbidity

Presentation/EEG
indication

Setting Sedation Cardiac
arrest

Brain Image EEG type EEG findings

0/20: GPDs, 1/20: LPDs,
GRDA: 0/20, LRDA: 0/20, 0/
20: Focal slowing, 3/20 EDs,
N/A: EDs in PWE, N/A: EDs
in PwoES, 0/20: Seizure, 0/
20: SE

Louis 2020
[19]

CS 22 66.5
(11.2)

63.6 USA 9 2/22: Epilepsy,
1/22: Stroke,
1/22:
Headache, TBI

17/22: AMS,
5/22: seizure-like
event

N/A 14/22 N/A N/A 19/22:
cEEG,
3/22:
Routine
EEG

22/22: ABA, 22/22:
Generalized slowing, 0/22:
DC/BAS/S, 11/22: No PDR, 7/
22: GPDs, N/A: LPDs, 11/22:
GRDA, N/A: LRDA, 5/22 EDs,
2/2: EDs in PWES, 3/20: EDs
in PwoES, 2/22: Seizure, 1/
22: SE [26]

Canham 2020
[20]

CS 10 55.9
(20.4)

80 UK 8 1/10: Epilepsy,
1/10: Stroke

9/9: AMS, 2/9:
Delirium,
6/10 Seizure (4:
GTCS, 1: Focal
Motor, 2: Tonic)

ICU 1/10 0/10 10/10: CT (2 venography,
4: small vessel disease, 2:
volume loss, 2: SAH), 3/10:
MRI (1: small infarct in the
left precentral gyrus, 1:
frontal and medial temporal
atrophy, 1: Normal)

10/10:
Routine
EEG (a
minimum
of 9
electrodes)

10/10: ABA, 10/10:
Generalized slowing, 0/10:
DC/BAS/S, 2/10: GPDs
(Triphasic waves), 0/10:
LPDs,
1/10: GRDA, 0/10: LRDA, 0/
10: Focal slowing, 2/10 EDs,
0/1: EDs in PWES, 2/9: EDs
in PwoES, 0/10: Seizure, 0/
10: SE

Pellinen 2020
[21]

CS 111 64
(17)

71.2 USA 9 23/111:
Remote
ischemic
stroke, 13/111:
Epilepsy,
19/111: Other
brain disorders

42/111:
Definite/suspected
seizure,
78/111: Coma

85/
111:
ICU

67/111 11/111 71/90: Abnormal,
31/90: Acute focal cortical,
23/90: Acute diffuse, 10/90:
Chronic focal cortical, 36/90:
Chronic subcortical, 15/90:
Chronic diffuse

Majority:
cEEG,
Some
cases:
Reduced
8-bioplar
channel
montage

106/111: ABA, N/A:
Generalized slowing (17/
111: Mild diffuse slowing,
60/111: Moderate diffuse
slowing, 29/111: Severe
diffuse slowing/
discontinuous/
electrocerebral inactivity),
N/A: DC/BAS/S, 11/111:
GPDs, 3/111: LPDs, 4/111:
GRDA, 7/111: LRDA, 27/111:
Focal slowing, 35/111 EDs,
8/13: EDs in PWES, 20/85:
EDs in PwoES, 8/111:
Seizure, 2/111: SE

Cecchetti
2020 [22]

CS 18 66.8
(10.7)

61.1 Italy 9 1/18:
Glioblastoma

5/18: AMS, 5/18:
Seizure/spasm, 3/18:
Delirium, 5/18:
Coma

N/A N/A N/A 1/18: PRES, 1/18: Remote
IPH, 1/18: Glioblastoma, 1/
18: Brain metastasis, 1/18:
Traumatic SDH, 1/18:
Remote hemispheric stroke,
1/18: Anterior pontine
demyelinating les.

N/A 16/18: ABA, 16/18:
Generalized slowing (5/18:
Normal/mild EEG alteration,
9/18: Moderate EEG
alteration, 4/18: Severe EEG
alteration), N/A: DC/BAS/S,
N/A: GPDs, N/A: LPDs, N/A:
GRDA, N/A: LRDA, 7/18:
Focal slowing, 2/18: EDs, N/
A: EDs in PWES, 2/18: EDs
in PwoES, 0/18 Seizure, 0/
18: SE
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Table 1 (continued)

First author
and year
[Reference]

Study
design

No Age
(SD or
range)

Male
(%)

Country Quality
score
(out of
10)

Neurological
Comorbidity

Presentation/EEG
indication

Setting Sedation Cardiac
arrest

Brain Image EEG type EEG findings

Pilato 2020
[23]

CS 8 63
(47–
87)

62.5 USA 8 5/8: Epilepsy,
2/8:
Developmental
delay, 2/8:
Dementia,
1/8: TBI, 1/8:
Anoxic brain
injury

6/8: AMS, 3/8:
Seizure or seizure-
like episode, 2/8:
Weakness

N/A 1/8 2/8 5/8: MRI (3: Atrophy,
3: Ventriculomegaly, 2:
Stroke)

3/8:
Routine
EEG,
5/8: cEEG

8/8: ABA, 8/8: Generalized
slowing, 1/8: Discontinuous
background, 3/8: GPDs, 1/8:
LPDs,
0/8: GRDA, 0/8: LRDA, 1/8:
Focal slowing (Right
posterior quadrant), 5/8
EDs, 3/5: EDs in PWES, 2/3:
EDs in PwoES, 2/8: Seizure,
2/8: SE (NCSE)

Chen 2020
[24]

CS 5 45.0
(9.8)

40 USA 9 0/5 5/5: AMS (3/5:
suspected
encephalopathy),
3/5: Seizure-like
episode

ICU 5/5 0/5 1/1: CT (small subacute-
chronic strokes)

3/5:
Rapid-EEG
recording
(10-
electrode),
2/5: cEEG

5/5: ABA, 5/5: Generalized
slowing, 0/5:
Discontinuous/Suppression,
2/5: GPDs, 0/5: LPDs, 5/5:
GRDA, 0/5: LRDA, 0/5: Focal
slowing, 2/5: EDs, N/A: EDs
in PWES, 2/2: EDs in PwoES,
2/5: Seizure, 2/5: SE

Delorme 2020
[25]

CS 4 66.8
(5.1)

50 France 8 1/4: Epilepsy 3/4: AMS
(Agitation), 2/4:
Frontal lobe
syndrome, 1/4:
Generalized
convulsive status
epilepticus, 1/4:
Anxiety and
Depressed mood,
1/4: Cerebellar
syndrome

N/A N/A N/A 4/4: MRI (1: Unremarkable,
1: Non-specific white matter
hyperintensities, 1: Right
mesial sclerosis (already
known), 1: Right T2
orbitofrontal
hyperintensity), 4/4: PET (4:
hypometabolism within
bilateral prefrontal or
orbitofrontal cortex, 4:
hypermetabolism within the
cerebellar vermis)

N/A 1/4: ABA, 1/4: Generalized
slowing, 0/4:
Discontinuous/Suppression,
1/4: GPDs, 1/4: LPDs, 0/4:
GRDA, 0/4: LRDA, 0/4: Focal
slowing, 0/4: EDs, N/A: EDs
in PWES, N/A: EDs in PwoES,
0/4: Seizure, 0/4: SE

CS: Case series. CC: Case–control study. No: Number of patients. SD: Standard deviation. EEG: Electroencephalogram. CNS: Central nervous system. ARDS: Acute respiratory distress syndrome. RT-PCR: Reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction. RNA: Ribonucleic acid. N/A: Not available. MU: Medical unit. ICU: Intensive care unit. LTAC: Long-term acute care hospital. AMS: Altered mental status. SAH: Subarachnoid hemorrhage. SDH: Subdural
hematoma. MAG: Myelin-associated glycoprotein. TBI: Trauma brain injury. GTCS: Generalized tonic-clonic seizure. cEEG: Continuous electroencephalogram. routine EEG: Routine electroencephalogram. CT: Computed
tomography. MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging. PRES: Posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome. IPH: Intraparenchymal hemorrhage. ABA: Abnormal background activity. DC/BAS/S: Discontinuous/Burst-attenuation or
suppression/Suppression. GPD: Generalized periodic discharges. LPD: Lateralized periodic discharge. PDR: Posterior dominant rhythm. GRDA: Generalized rhythmic delta activity. LRDA: Lateralized rhythmic delta activity. EDs:
Epileptiform discharges. PWES: Patients with prior epilepsy or seizure history. PwoES: Patients without prior epilepsy or seizure history. SE: Status epilepticus. NCSE: Nonconvulsive status epilepticus.
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guages other than English were excluded. We used the Joanna
Briggs Institute checklist to assess the quality of the included case
series and case–control studies [10,11].
2.3. Data extraction and outcome measures

Two reviewers (TK and PG) independently screened the titles
and abstracts, and evaluated the full texts of the selected articles.
They included those that met the inclusion criteria and discussed
any discrepancies with a 3rd reviewer (NK). The following vari-
ables were extracted: author, publication year, study design, age
and sex of the subjects, country in which the study was conducted,
diagnostic methods used, neurological comorbidity in the subjects,
time from symptom onset until EEG, clinical setting, presentation/
indication for EEG, need for intubation, need for sedation and anti
epileptic/seizure drug, occurrence of cardiac arrest, brain imaging
investigations, if any, type and findings of EEG, and clinical
outcomes.

The outcome measures were the proportions of abnormal back-
ground activity, generalized slowing, discontinuous/burst attenua-
tion or suppression/suppression, generalized periodic discharges
(GPDs), lateralized periodic discharges (LPDs), generalized rhyth-
mic delta activity (GRDA), lateralized rhythmic delta activity
(LRDA), epileptiform discharges (EDs), focal slowing, seizures,
and status epilepticus. We referred to the American Clinical Neuro-
physiology Society’s (ACNS) Standardized Critical Care EEG Termi-
nology: 2012 version for the EEG terminology [12]. According to
the ACNS’s EEG terminology, we defined any bilateral and bisyn-
chronous pattern as generalized, sharp waves and spikes as epilep-
tiform discharges, frontal intermittent rhythmic delta activity as
GRDA, and triphasic waves such as GPDs [12]. We also defined
background/diffuse slow as generalized slowing, seizure and status
epilepticus as epileptiform discharges. We defined status epilepti-
cus as one type of seizure, because based on the International Lea-
gue Against Epilepsy’s definition of status epilepticus, status
epilepticus is a prolonged seizure [13]. For findings that were not
described, we used the following two approaches: (1) In studies
with individual EEG reports, we included undescribed findings as
negative findings in the meta-analysis; (2) in studies without indi-
vidual EEG data, undescribed findings were not included in the
meta-analysis as unavailable data. We excluded unclassifiable data
in our meta-analysis (ex. severe diffuse slowing/discontinuous/elec
trocerebral inactivity).
Table 2
Results of Meta-analysis.

Outcomes n N

Abnormal background activity 11 271
Generalized slowing 11 197
Discontinuous/Burst-attenuation or suppression/Suppression 9 159
GPDs 10 275
LPDs 8 231
GRDA 11 275
LRDA 10 268
Focal slowing 11 286
EDs 12 308
EDs in patients with prior history of epilepsy or seizure 6 26
EDs in patients without prior history of epilepsy or seizure 8 155
Seizure 12 308
Status epilepticus 12 308

n: Number of studies. N: Number of patients. CI: Confidence interval. GPDs: Generaliz
rhythmic delta activity. LRDA: Lateralized rhythmic delta activity. EDs: Epileptiform dis

6

2.4. Statistical analysis

In this systematic review and meta-analysis, we used a single-
arm analysis. For categorical variables, the percentage, mean, and
standard deviation were calculated. We used random-effects mod-
els with the DerSimonian-Laird estimator to consider the variance
between and among the studies. We calculated the pooled propor-
tions using the variance-stabilized Freeman–Tukey double arcsine
transformation because some proportions from the original studies
were extremely high or low. Confidence intervals (CIs) for individ-
ual studies were computed using the Wilson score CI method,
adjusting for continuity. The I2 statistic and Cochran Q tests were
used to indicate heterogeneity between the studies. For the I2

statistic, 25% to 50%, 50% to 75%, and �75% were considered as
low, moderate, and high heterogeneity, respectively. For the
Cochran Q test, P < 0.10 was considered as severe heterogeneity
[14,15]. Publication bias was assessed using a funnel plot and
Egger’s test, which is a quantitative analysis of asymmetry in the
funnel plot. For Egger’s test, P < 0.10 was considered significant
publication bias [15,16]. We did not assess publication bias for
the outcomes reported in less than 10 studies. We conducted sta-
tistical analyses using the R software version 3.6.2 (R Development
Core Team 2019), with packages meta version 4.15-0 and meta-
phor version 2.4-0.
3. Results

A total of 363 studies were retrieved (349 papers from MED-
LINE, 3 papers from CENTRAL, and 11 studies from Clinical.Trials.-
gov) up to September 19, 2020. After removing duplicates and
screening the titles and abstracts, 228 studies were identified.
The full-text screening of these studies led to the exclusion of
216 studies that did not meet the inclusion criteria. A total of 12
studies with 308 patients fulfilled the eligibility criteria for inclu-
sion in the meta-analysis [6–8,17–25]. We referred to a case report
[26] of patients who were included in a case series [19] to obtain
more detailed EEG findings. Fig. 1 outlines the selection process.
Table 1 summarizes the findings of the included studies. More
details of the included studies are shown in Supplementary Table 1.
The mean score for the quality of 10 case series and 2 case–control
studies was 8.7 out of 10. (see Table 1 and Supplementary Table 2).

We summarized the outcomes of our meta-analysis in Table 2.
The pooled proportions of abnormal background activity, general-
Heterogenicity Egger’s test

Proportion (%) 95% CI I2 (%) p p

96.1 89.4–99.9 60 < 0.01 0.18
92.3 81.2–99.3 74 < 0.01 0.48
5.33 1.60–10.4 0 0.48 -

16.5 7.65–27.4 68 < 0.01 0.21
0.19 0.00–2.65 14 0.32 -

13.4 3.49–26.9 82 < 0.01 0.21
0.96 0.00–3.36 0 0.82 0.34
8.65 1.63–18.9 75 <0.01 0.55

20.3 9.85–32.9 78 <0.01 0.83
59.5 33.9–83.2 0 0.49 -
22.4 10.4–36.4 46 0.07 -
2.05 0.02–6.04 39 0.08 0.18
0.80 0.00–3.69 28 0.17 0.03

ed periodic discharges. LPDs: Lateralized periodic discharges. GRDA: Generalized
charges.



Fig. 2. Random-effects meta-analysis of the pooled proportions of (A) abnormal background activity, (B) generalized slowing, and (C) discontinuous/burst-attenuation or
suppression/suppression (DC/BAS/S). 95% C.I. = 95% confidence intervals.
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Fig. 3. Random-effects meta-analysis of the pooled proportions of (A) generalized periodic discharges (GPDs), (B) lateralized periodic discharges (LPDs), (C) generalized
rhythmic delta activity (GRDA), and (D) lateralized rhythmic delta activity (LRDA). 95% C.I. = 95% confidence intervals.
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Fig. 4. Random-effects meta-analysis of the pooled proportion of focal slowing. 95% C.I. = 95% confidence intervals.
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ized slowing, and discontinuous/burst attenuation or suppression/-
suppression were 96.1% ([95% CI: 89.4–99.9]; I2 = 60%; p < 0.01),
92.3% ([95% CI: 81.2–99.3]; I2 = 74%; p < 0.01), and 5.33% ([95%
CI: 1.60–10.4]; I2 = 0%; p = 0.48), respectively (Fig. 2). The pooled
proportions of GPDs, LPDs, GRDA, and LRDA were 16.5% ([95% CI:
7.65–27.4]; I2 = 68%; p < 0.01), 0.19% ([95% CI: 0.00–2.65];
I2 = 14%; p = 0.32), 13.4% ([95% CI: 3.49–26.9]; I2 = 82%; p < 0.01),
and 0.96% ([95% CI: 0.00–3.36]; I2 = 0%; p < 0.82), respectively
(Fig. 3). The pooled proportion of focal slowing was 8.65% ([95%
CI: 1.63–18.9]; I2 = 75%; p < 0.01) (Fig. 4). The pooled proportion
of EDs was 20.3% ([95% CI: 9.85–32.9]; I2 = 78%; p < 0.01)
(Fig. 5A). The proportion of EDs varied between patients with a his-
tory of epilepsy or seizure (59.5% [95% CI: 33.9–83.2]; I2 = 0%;
p = 0.49) and those without them (22.4% [95% CI: 10.4–36.4];
I2 = 46%; p = 0.07) (Fig. 5B and C). The pooled proportion of seizures
and status epilepticus was 2.05% ([95% CI: 0.02–6.04]; I2 = 39%;
p = 0.08) and 0.80% ([95% CI: 0.00–3.69]; I2 = 28%; p = 0.17) of the
patients, respectively (Fig. 6).

We looked for publication bias for abnormal background activ-
ity, generalized slowing, GPDs, GRDA, LRDA, focal slowing, EDs, sei-
zures, and status epilepticus using a funnel plot and Egger’s test
(Figs. 7 and 8 and Table 2). There was a significant publication bias
for status epilepticus (P = 0.03); however, there was no significant
publication bias for abnormal background activity (P = 0.18), gen-
eralized slowing (P = 0.48), GPDs (P = 0.21), GRDA (P = 0.21), LRDA
(P = 0.34), focal slowing (P = 0.55), EDs (P = 0.83), and seizures
(P = 0.18) (Table 2).
4. Discussion

In this analysis, using the methodology of systematic review
and meta-analysis, we have shown the comprehensive and quanti-
tative analysis of the proportion of EEG findings in patients with
COVID-19 who underwent EEG tests.

We found that the proportion of abnormal background activity
was exceedingly high at 96.1%. This result suggests that patients
infected with COVID-19 who required EEG may likely have
encephalopathy. In fact, the most common indication for EEG
was altered mental status (210/307; 68.4%). Symptoms such as
fever, hypoxia, and sedation may cause encephalopathy. Further-
more, encephalopathy associated with COVID-19 might be caused
by any of the three pathways as follows: (1) indirect immune-
mediated responses such as a cytokine storm, (2) direct central
nervous system invasion by the virus, and (3) damage to the neural
cells through angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors
[27]. In addition, we found discontinuous/burst suppression/back-
9

ground suppression and GPDs in 5.33% and 16.5% of the patients,
respectively. In general, GPDs are seen in only 1% of routine EEGs;
however, these are seen in up to 20% of cases with severe post-
anoxic encephalopathy [28]. Furthermore, many patients in the
intensive care unit were included in our study. Hence, patients
with COVID-19 who required EEG may likely have severe COVID-
19 infection and/or severe encephalopathy. Alternatively, EEGs
might have been selectively administered to more critically ill
patients due to infection prevention to medical providers and med-
ical resource limitations during the COVID-19 pandemic [29].

Our results showed that focal EEG abnormalities were not spe-
cific. Although focal slowing was seen in 8.65% of the cases, most of
the included studies (9/12; 75.0%) did not describe the detailed
location of the focal abnormalities. Some of them described that
focal sharp/slow waves were seen in the frontal, central, and the
right posterior quadrant; however, these were small in number
and were inconsistent [7,17,23]. In addition, LPD and LRDA were
infrequent. Complications of COVID-19, such as stroke, vasculitis,
or encephalitis, might cause focal abnormalities [3]; however, focal
findings on the EEG may also be affected by the patient’s preexist-
ing chronic neurological diseases or past medical history of brain
disease.

We also found that EDs were present in 20.3% of patients. The
causes of the ED findings in patients with COVID-19 may include
acute symptomatic seizure, de novo epileptogenicity, or preexisting
epilepsy with or without exacerbation. In fact, the proportion of
EDs varied between patients with a history of epilepsy or seizures
(59.5%) and those without them (22.4%). One study showed that a
history of epilepsy has an increased risk of EDs [21]; however,
other included studies were not properly designed to compare
epileptiform discharge rates between patients with epilepsy and
those without epilepsy. In addition, there might be an EEG ordering
bias in which patients with epilepsy are given priority to take EEG
in order to avoid unnecessary exposure of health-care workers to
COVID-19. Therefore, our study cannot conclude that epileptiform
discharges are more common in patients with epilepsy. Further-
more, it is not known whether epileptiform discharges in patients
with epilepsy are increased by the COVID-19 infection. However,
infection is widely known as a common precipitating factor for sei-
zures in patients with epilepsy [30]. A well-designed study to
determine whether COVID-19 infection increases epileptiform dis-
charges is needed.

The other major finding of our study was that the proportion of
seizures and status epilepticus on EEG was low at 2.05% and 0.80%,
respectively. The proportions of clinical seizures and status epilep-
ticus in patients with COVID-19 have been reported to be 0.08–



Fig. 5. Random-effects meta-analysis of the pooled proportions of (A) epileptiform discharges (EDs), (B) EDs in patients with a history of epilepsy or seizure (PWES), and (C)
EDs in patients without a history of epilepsy or seizure (PwoES). 95% C.I. = 95% confidence intervals.
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0.5% and 0.03%, respectively [2,31]. On the contrary, suspicious sei-
zure episodes were a common indication for EEG in the studies
included in this meta-analysis. Although our study included a rel-
atively large number of patients with clinical seizures or status
epilepticus episodes, seizures and status epilepticus on EEG were
rare. Hence, patients with COVID-19 having both clinical and elec-
trographic seizures/status epilepticus might be rare. Although not
10
to be taken lightly, the data showing low rates of seizures and sta-
tus epilepticus on EEG might be helpful evidence for clinicians,
especially in situations with limited medical resources, limiting
the indication of EEG tests.

Two systematic review studies with similar clinical questions
have been previously reported [32,33]. Our meta-analysis provided
additional value to those studies. Our findings were consistent



Fig. 6. Random-effects meta-analysis of the pooled proportions of (A) electrographic seizure and (B) electrographic status epilepticus. 95% C.I. = 95% confidence intervals.
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with those of previous studies showing that abnormal background
activity was the most common finding, and seizure/status epilepti-
cus was infrequent.

However, this study has several limitations. First, we included
only studies written in English. Moreover, all included studies were
reported from either the USA or Europe. Hence, there might be a
selection bias, and the results cannot be generalized to other
regions. Second, we did not include preprint articles in this
meta-analysis. Although we searched for unpublished studies
using ClinicalTrials.gov, there might have been unpublished stud-
ies in MEDLINE or CENTRAL that could have been included. Third,
we considered undescribed findings as negative findings in studies
with individual EEG reports. Some infrequent or less critical find-
ings such as focal slowing might have been overlooked or unre-
ported. Hence, some findings might have been underestimated.
Fourth, the patient characteristics and clinical settings, such as
montage, timing, interpretation, and duration of EEG, COVID-19
severity, and treatment of COVID-19 patients varied across each
11
study. In fact, there was heterogenicity in the ranges of abnormal
background activity, generalized slowing, GPDs, GRDA, focal slow-
ing, and EDs, EDs in patients without a history of epilepsy or sei-
zure, seizure, which might support the possibility of these
limitations. Finally, there was a significant publication bias for sta-
tus epilepticus. This might be because small case series are likely to
report status epilepticus.
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, our findings suggest that the proportion of abnor-
mal background activity in patients with COVID-19 was high
(96.1%). Epileptiform discharges were present in 20.3% of the cases
and the proportion varied between people who had a history of
epilepsy or seizures and those who did not. However, the propor-
tion of seizures and status epilepticus on EEG was low (2.05% and
0.80%, respectively).



Fig. 7. Funnel plots of the meta-analysis of (A) abnormal background activity, (B)
generalized slowing, (C) generalized periodic discharges, (D) generalized rhythmic
delta activity, and (E) lateralized rhythmic delta activity.

ig. 8. Funnel plots of the meta-analysis of (A) focal slowing, (B) epileptiform
ischarges, (C) electrographic seizure, and (D) electrographic status epilepticus.
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